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The long growing season in 4]ZRVRL�JV\U[Y`�ÄUHSS`�JVTLZ�[V�HU�
LUK�^P[O�ÄYZ[�MYVZ[��^OLU�Z\YMHJL�[LTWLYH[\YLZ�KYVW�SV^�LUV\NO�
to transform water vapor into ice.

=HYPV\Z�MHJ[VYZ�HɈLJ[�[OL�MVYTH[PVU�VM�[OLZL�ZWPU`�PJL�JY`Z[HSZ��
WYVK\JPUN�KPɈLYLU[�[`WLZ�VM�MYVZ[��,HJO�WSHU[��PU�[\YU��YLZWVUKZ�
[V� [OL� VUZL[� VM� MYLLaPUN� JVUKP[PVUZ� HJJVYKPUN� [V� P[Z� ZWLJPÄJ�
characteristics. Farmers are especially concerned with the 
nature and severity of this annual transition, particularly in 
climates with shorter growing seasons.

When our farming forebears were driven west in the nineteenth 
century, the ones who survived found agricultural circumstances 
fairly similar to those in the 4]ZRVRL homeland.

Forced removal to Indian Territory must have been even more 
traumatic for people from dissimilar climates. Imagine the 
subsistence challenges that faced Seminoles arriving from 
[OL� -SVYPKH� ,]LYNSHKLZ�� 7V[H^H[VTPZ� MYVT� [OL� ZOVYLZ� VM� 3HRL�
Michigan, and Modocs from northeastern California.

As it turned out, the average frost-free period in eastern 
Oklahoma is almost identical to that of the old country, with the 
SHZ[�MYLLaL�[`WPJHSS`�VJJ\YYPUN�PU�LHYS`�(WYPS�HUK�ÄYZ[�MYVZ[�PU�SH[L�
October. So ,OVSȔ��[OL�ÄM[O�TVU[O�PU�[OL�4]ZRVRL calendar, was 
HZ�Ä[[PUN� PU� [OL�^LZ[�HZ� P[�OHK�ILLU� PU� [OL�LHZ[��;OL�UHTL�MVY�
this month is commonly translated “frost,” but like many English 
versions of 4]ZRVRL words, some important information gets 
lost in translation. 

A Month Named Glistening
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The general term for ice and other forms of frozen water is OL[\[Ȕ. 
This is the root word for at least two compound terms referring to 
KPɈLYLU[� [`WLZ�VM� MYVZ[!�OL[\[Ȕ�O][R\JL, literally “little white ice,” 
and OL[\[Ȕ�S]Z[L, literally “black ice.” The apparent contradiction 
PU]VS]PUN�JVSVY�TH`�YLÅLJ[�[OL�MHJ[� [OH[� MYVZ[�JY`Z[HSZ�HYL�\Z\HSS`�
translucent and can take on the cast of the underlying surface.

,OVSȔ, on the other hand, seems to be archaic terminology with 
a more complex etymology. Most written accounts of 4]ZRVRL 
vocabulary render this month’s name as “frost,” but there are a 
couple of interesting exceptions. 

In 1791, U.S. agent Caleb Swan translated it as “falling leaf moon,” 
OPNOSPNO[PUN�VUL�VM�[OL�TVYL�VI]PV\Z�LɈLJ[Z�VM�ÄYZ[�MYVZ[��0U�� ����
anthropologist John R. Swanton translated the other eleven 
month names but omitted a direct translation of this one, instead 
describing it as a term “indicating a change in the weather,” yet 
another way to convey the arrival of freezing temperatures.

,OVSȔ� [O\Z� ZPNUPÄLZ� ÄYZ[� MYVZ[�� MHSSPUN� SLH]LZ�� H� JOHUNL� PU� [OL�
weather. But it is not a conventional term for “frost,” so how did 
this month’s name originate?

There are intriguing clues in the two comprehensive dictionaries 
translating 4]ZRVRL words into English.

;OL�ÄYZ[�^HZ�W\ISPZOLK� PU��� ��H[�9LK�-VYR��^OPJO� PZ�UV^�WHY[�
of southwest Tulsa. Among its roughly eight thousand entries, 
the most likely candidates for words cognate to LOVSȔ are the 
verb OVSVJL[], “to glisten, shine bright,” and the related adjective 
OVSVJȔ, “bright.”

The second 4]ZRVRL-English dictionary was published in 2000 by 
the University of Nebraska Press. It includes an entry for a similar 
word, the adjective OVSVSVJJȔ, “iridescent, shiny (as of a feather).”

Both dictionaries also list words that might complicate this 
analysis: ]OVSVJL[], “to cloud up,” for example. On the other hand, 

I know at least one person who has heard LOVSȔ used to describe 
a woman wearing shiny clothes.

Frost is likelier to form overnight in the absence of cloud cover, 
when the land cools more rapidly and chills the moist air at ground 
level. Perhaps this month’s name originated in the appearance of 
a transformed landscape after a cold, clear night: bright, shiny, 
glistening, iridescent. And the sight of frost in the morning sun can 
IL�WHY[PJ\SHYS`�Z[YPRPUN�H[�P[Z�ÄYZ[�VJJ\YYLUJL�LHJO�`LHY��HM[LY�ZL]LU�
months of weather above the freezing point.

Why bother with all this scrutiny of language and weather?

If these speculations are correct, they suggest that LOVSȔ is much 
more than a factual description of a natural phenomenon. Think 
of it: a month named “Glistening”! The play of sunlight over our 
frost-covered world, a pristine landscape that just hours earlier 
displayed only earth tones and vegetation in decay. Whoever 
coined this name had an eye for beauty where modern science 
sees mere crystalline ice and the refraction of light.

Any agricultural society might name one of its months for the 
coming of frost. But it takes an aesthetic appreciation for the 
environment to settle on a word like LOVSȔ. This is traditional 
LJVSVNPJHS�RUV^SLKNL�H[�P[Z�ÄULZ[�

Our 4]ZRVRL ancestors were wise people indeed.
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